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Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology is now globally accepted as a means of creating a knowledge-based

construction industry that uses 3D (or more) visualization and simulation techniques to improve business efficiency.

However, developing South Asian countries such as Vietnam, Malaysia, and the Philippines have yet to introduce BIM

technology, largely due to a lack of appropriately trained professionals. Many countries need to develop the necessary

environment and curriculum to teach BIM-related knowledge and skills and thus produce skilled construction

professionals capable of implementing this technology. Using a systematic course approach, we developed a BIM

course thatwas specifically designed to address the needs of both those entering the profession and construction companies

in developing countries. In addition to understanding the applicability of BIM for construction projects, newly qualified

professionals will appreciate the advantages and prospects of Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) systems and BIM

technology, as well as the importance of cooperation. The new course will support the development of accomplished

professionals with the BIM skills needed by construction companies in today’s competitive market.
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1. Introduction

Almost every aspect of the global construction

industry has been impacted by recent trends such

as accelerated innovation, sustainable construction,

and the application of Building Information Mod-
eling (BIM) in construction to improve efficiency

and resolve problems. BIM technology began to

gain acceptance in Europe and the US in 2000, with

significant improvements in productivity—that is,

in the cost, schedule, and quality of design and

construction—reported in these regions [1]. BIM

emerged from theObject-oriented Building Product

Model used to define and express the shapes, func-
tions, and properties of building systems and com-

ponent models, thereby addressing many of the

disadvantages of Computer-Aided Drafting

(CAD) [2]. BIM-based automatic processes quickly

replaced traditional 2D CAD, paper documents,

and Excel sheets in several countries, leading to

significant differences in the technical levels of

construction automation, BIM-based process, and
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) around the

world. Already lagging behind in construction tech-

niques and skills, developing countries were now

suffering from an additional technical gap through

being late in applying BIM technology. In the case
of SouthKorea,BIMwasnot introduced until 2008,

with a further three to four years required to bridge

the gapbetweenBIM theory andpractice.Although

BIM technology was initially only applied symbo-

lically in representative projects in SouthKorea, it is

now commonplace on construction sites [2–4]. This

wider application of BIM to the construction indus-

try is attributable to its applicability: BIM not only
includes basic functions such as conflict, interface,

and collision detection but can also be applied to

such diverse purposes as visualization, fabrication/

shop drawings, code reviews, energy simulations,

design validation, option analysis(value engineer-

ing), forensic analyses, facilities management, cost

estimation, construction sequencing, and construct-

ability reviews [3–12]. In addition, BIM supports
advanced collaboration processes within construc-

tion supply chains more effectively than conven-

tional methods. These advantages are closely

related to lean construction, green principles and

integrated project delivery [13–15].

While the wide applicability and advantages of

BIMpromote the active spread of this technology in

the construction industry, many construction com-
panies seeking to implement BIM face a major
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obstacle in the lack of BIM experts in Korea [10, 16,

17]. In addition to competitive employees equipped

with BIM knowledge and skills, BIM information

and skills training programs are critical success

factors (CSF) for effective BIM application [18–

21]. Indeed, Ozorhon andKarahan (2017) note that
the availability of qualified staff and employee

training are the most important CSFs for the

implementation of BIM in developing countries,

which tend to fall behind developed countries due

to their outdated construction infrastructure and

lower productivity [22]. Cook (2004) has argued

that the lack of professionals skilled in both the

construction and IT sectors has delayed the wider
application of BIM. Similarly [23], Young et al.

(2008) suggest that the lack of adequate training

and education is a critical factor preventing BIM

from being widely implemented in construction

projects [24]. Validating these arguments, leading

countries in the global construction market such as

the US, Japan, and Europe were quick to promote

BIM implementations by establishing training sys-
tems for BIM experts and are now benefitting from

these initiatives [25].

South Korea and Japan, both of which are

powerhouses in the IT industry, the development

of new business opportunities in the marketing area

and a better client service are recognized as themost

remarkable advantages of BIM applications. Inter-

estingly, 42% of non-BIM users predicted that BIM
would play an essential role in the construction

industry within five years [26]. Because South

Korea was slow to introduce BIM technology, the

main focus of the early stage of its implementation

has been to secure a sufficient number of BIM

experts working in the nation’s construction indus-

try. The majority of the initial investment was

therefore dedicated to BIM training and a good
BIMExpertise Level has nowbeen achieved (Begin-

ner 34%, Moderate 37%, Advanced 15%, and

Expert 13%) [26]. However, simple descriptive or

theoretical BIM training has only a limited impact.

Indeed, most training courses in construction pro-

jects are designed tobe delivered as one-way lectures

and thus do not provide students with sufficient

opportunities to apply theoretical knowledge
or acquire practical knowledge and skills [25].

Unfortunately, although such lecture-centered

approaches are known to be ineffective [21, 27–

31], the majority of BIM training programs in

private/public and higher education institutes in

South Korea continue to utilize them to convey

simple theoretical knowledge and basic tutorials

for simple practical exercises [25].
The construction industry in South Korea—

which includes architecture, engineering, and con-

struction (AEC)—clearly needs to prioritize BIM

education and training to improve the business

value of its BIM operations. These education and

training programs must overcome the basic pro-

grams offered by higher education institutions if

they are to meet the needs of the industrial sector so

BIM can be utilized directly and effectively in real
projects [32]. In developing countries, which tend to

fall behind developed countries in every area of the

construction industry, including techniques, sys-

tems, policy, culture, and manpower, recruiting

BIM-proficient employees could be a win-win strat-

egy for both individuals and companies. Adopting

such innovativemeasures will improve construction

productivity on a national scale.
However, as yet there are few BIM education

programs in public/private and higher education

institutions in developing countries, and those that

do exist tend to provide only an initial introduction.

While the construction programs in developed

countries provide BIM courses for job applicants

from developing countries, BIM curricula that

reflect the competitiveness, productivity, and con-
ditions unique to the construction industry of

individual countries are still needed. Since the

introduction of BIM in 2008, South Korea has

experiencedmassive changes in terms of its systems,

policies, technology, and education, with BIM

courses that were initially basic or theoretical are

now diversifying. This study was thus designed to

develop a BIM course that can be directly/indirectly
applied to developing countries on the basis of the

BIM education in South Korea.

To achieve this goal, the three stages of Tyler’s

curriculum model were adopted and organized

around the identified goals and 22 objects [33].

Given that the primary goal of a curriculum is to

cultivate the knowledge and skills of students about

to enter the labor market, a curriculum model that
establishes systematic and transparent grounds for

specific education, training, and assessment systems

must be considered when designing a new BIM

course [34]. Two major models are used to develop

curricula in a systematic and transparent way,

namely the product model and the process model.

According to Neary (2003), the product model

focuses on plan and intention, while the process
model highlights activity and effect [35]. Since the

new course proposed here will form part of a

technical curriculum and the BIM needs of con-

struction companies will coincide with the goals of

the job applicants, this study adopted the Tyler

model by implementing the following three stages

for developing a BIM course: (1) curriculum pre-

paration, (2) curriculum development, and (3) cur-
riculum improvement [33].

As the outcome of this study, the ‘‘BIM in

Construction Management for Job Applicants in
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Developing Countries’’ course was designed speci-

fically for those applying for jobs in construction

companies—including both undergraduate stu-

dents and the unemployed. This course was

designed to last for a period of 16 weeks and teach

basic BIMprinciples and skills. It is also intended to
provide job applicants that majored in architectural

engineering with an opportunity to prepare for a

career as an industry leader and innovator. The

prerequisite subjects for this curriculum include

construction materials, building codes, building

construction, construction means and methods,

blueprint reading, and information technology.

These subjects will help attendees—that is, job
applicants—comprehensively understand and

apply BIM, as well as being a useful way to organize

BIMmodels from various architectural engineering

perspectives.

2. Systematic development of the ‘‘BIM
in construction management for job
applicants of developing countries’’ course

2.1 Preparation stage of course development

As the new BIM course intends to provide trainees

with the requisite principles, knowledge, and skills

for achieving given objectives, it needs to be devel-

oped based on systematic logic and procedure. A

preliminary examination of several areas was neces-

sary in the preparation stage to help trainees build
the BIM competency required for and applicable to

duties in construction companies. The first stage of

the course development therefore considered the

following issues in order to identify the educational

needs of job applicants:

� Goals, advantages, and obstacles in BIM imple-

mentation for the AEC industry.

� Necessity of BIM education in the construction

industry, especially for construction manage-

ment.

� Status of BIM education implemented in existing
construction programs for job applicants.

� The relationship between BIM and construction

management tasks in construction companies—

that is, the importance of BIM in construction

management.

� Areas of BIM implementation in construction

companies, as well as the BIM knowledge and

skills required for new employees.
� Priority of BIM education in companies, which

was confirmed by BIM experts.

This study analyzed the BIM courses provided in
the construction programs of several public/private

education institutions in order to identify and define

the goals, advantages, and obstacles associated with

BIM implementations in the construction industry,

and to establish the goals and objectives of the

proposed course. The analysis also clarified the

gap between actual BIM courses in diverse organi-

zations and BIM competency requirements in the

field. Table 1 presents a list of the BIM-related

courses included in the construction programs of 3
universities, 2 public education institutions and 1

private education institution in South Korea. The

BIM curriculums in all 3 universities aimed at

providing both a comprehensive understanding of

BIM theories and practical BIM skills for imple-

menting in real construction projects. The primary

contents of the lectures varied somewhat, being

taken from the following: parametric modeling,
case analysis of IPD/BIM projects, practice of

basic BIM modeling, BIM based quantity take-

off, 4D Sequence simulation, and lifecycle informa-

tionmanagement among others. Students attending

University B could participate in a field trip to

experience a real world implementation of BIM

skills in a construction project. However, none of

the university curriculums delivered practical
knowledge and skills related to real construction

field work because most of the curriculum lecturers,

who are professors, have much experience in prac-

tical applications of BIM. Their lectures on BIM

modeling described in their syllabuses were also

very basic and tutorial-focused. The Korean Con-

structionPlant Institute, which is a public education

body in South Korea, offers long-term courses on
establishing methods for handling BIM data, infor-

mation exchange and applications of BIM data and

information. Their syllabuses aim to provide a

working level of BIM knowledge and skills for

seeking jobs and consist of practical modeling,

data interoperability, MEP, structure, civil engi-

neering, BIM application, and so on, while intensi-

fied training regarding the theoretical basis of IPD,
VDC, BIM, and construction management(CM)

are excluded from their education program.

KICTE (the Korean Institute of Construction

Technology Education) also provides BIM expert

courses for professional personnel who are skilled in

BIM software and tools, but almost all the trainers

are hands-on workers who little knowledge and

expertise of IPD/VDC and construction manage-
ment of the sort typically acquired at higher educa-

tion institutions. Hansol academy, which is a

private educational institution, includes a 3 step

BIM curriculum in their program. From the Begin-

ner course through to their BIM expert 2nd grade

certificate course, they provide BIM general the-

ories, case analysis, tutorial, BIM based estimating,

digital documentation, application of integrated
BIM data, and Navisworks by phase. All of the

course content is designed to lead ultimately to BIM

expert 2nd grade certification, which is a recognized
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BIM license. Thus, their curriculums aremade up of

basic modeling skills and application capabilities

that are often alien to real BIM projects. Further-
more, almost all the organizations and lecturers

concerned do not have an academic background,

coming instead from business and practice, so it is

unreasonable to expect a high level of theory educa-

tion from them.

Collectively, the results of the education cases

suggest that all of the curriculums managed by

public and private institutions have relevant con-
tents that serve their own goals, objectives, and

lecturer levels, with no single organization provid-

ing a balanced curriculum that provides satisfactory

coverage of both BIM theories and practical skills.

Therefore, students who complete these courses are

likely to be disappointed by their limited BIM

competency, and even when they succeed in getting

a job, the companies that employ them will need to

devote additional resources to re-educate them to

work with BIM applications.
In order to identify the general requirements

expected by construction companies regarding the

BIM knowledge and skills of students who have

completed a construction program, interviews with

eight BIM directors or engineers working for differ-

ent companieswere conducted between 2ndApril to

6th April, 2018. The companies that participated in

the interview were located in Jongno-gu, Seoul
(A, B, C, and F); Bundang-gu, Seongnam (D);

Yeongsu-gu, Incheon (E); Jung-gu, Seoul (G); and

Seocho-gu, Seoul (H). The interviews were semi-

structured, and consisted of questions regarding the

current status of the companies’ BIM implementa-

tions, the main BIM subjects in their construction

education programs, and the basic knowledge and
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Table 1. BIM-related Courses Offered by Universities and Public/Private BIM Education Institutions in South Korea

Sector Institution Course name Purpose of course

Universities University A BIM based
construction
information
management

� General understanding of Building Information Modeling.

� Operation of BIM for creating and managing data of construction projects.

� Two classes a week: information management (one class) and modeling (one
class).

� Lectures on modeling and information management are segmented, but the
BIM application in the industry is insufficiently considered and the courses
have limited applicability.

University B BIM and IPD � Architectural objectmodelingmethodology based onBIM/IPD case analysis.

� IPD-based project practice.

� Field trip during the course encourages trainees to acquire practical
knowledge for applying BIM to the field.

University C Construction

technologies

� Modeling and practice.

� Lecture-centered education on BIM trends, utilization and cases, BIM
practice is conducted for only three of 13 weeks.

� 4D and 5D information management.

� Differentiated lectures on BIM-fused technological cases reflecting latest
trends.

Public Korean
Construction
Plant Institute

Company
oriented

BIM expert
training course

� Long-term education course for BIM data set-up, exchange and use.

� Experts from companies join the course to help trainees acquire basic work
skills in theoretical and practical classes.

Korean Institute
of Construction

Technology

Education

Company

oriented

BIM expert

training course

� Systematic training designed to cope with the needs of the industry such as
BIM-based drawing, quotation, process management, integrated work and
quality management for each stage, as well as IT implementation.

� Training of field workers who can use various types of information.

Private Hansol Academy Beginner course � Design process education using Revit Architecture.

� Practice-based BIM data construction using site, building and other design
components.

Manager course � Learning the concept of parametric for building and using BIM data of the
design phase.

� Learning to examine and utilize drawings and quantity.

� Learning to examine design and engineering.

� Visualization, interference, process simulation, and working process.

BIM expert 2nd
grade certificate
course

� Intended for testing the competency of entry-level workers in architectural
engineering.

� BIMModel review, collaboration, and documentation.

� Step-by-step practice of UI of Revit and Navisworks.



skills they expected of job applicants (Table 2).
Interviewee responses showed that all the compa-

nies actively utilize BIM as an important tool for

design (drawing), quality control using model

authoring, site utilization planning, 3D visualiza-

tion-based communication, construction system

design, scheduling and sequencing planning, con-

structability review, interference management for

MEP (mechanical, electrical, and plumbing) and
structural coordination shop drawings, and mate-

rial procurement.However, BIM-based safetyman-

agement, laser scanning for quality control and

feedback, energy simulation, facility management,

model-based estimating, BIM in the field, and

integrated project delivery systems and marketing

were areaswhere theydid not implementBIMordid
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Table 2. Company BIM status, implementation, and expectations regarding BIM knowledge and skills of construction graduates
(information provided in interviews conducted from 2nd to 6th April, 2018)

Company A B C D E F G H %

Existence of BIM team x x x x x x - x 87.5

BIM implementation areas

1. Design (drawings) quality control using model authoring.

2. Site logistics: site utilization planning.

3. 3D Visualization-based communication.

4. Construction system design.

5. Scheduling and sequencing planning.

6. Constructability review, Virtual mock-ups, and prototypes.

7. Interference management: spatial trade coordination, MEP,
and structural coordination.

8. BIM based safety management (large equipment utilization
simulation and temporary work related with safety, etc.).

9. Laser scanning for quality control and feedback.

10. Energy simulation

11. Facility management

12. Model-based estimating

13. Shop drawings and material procurement

14. BIM for field management

15. Integrated project delivery system

16. Marketing
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Knowledge and skills required of construction graduates

1. General concepts and knowledge of BIM technology

2. Relationship between general contractors and other stakeholders
(owner, subcontractors, designer, etc.).

3. Importance of BIM implementation in constructionmanagement.

4. BIM project execution planning and BIM standards.

5. Areas of implementation in the construction processes, including
visualization, communication, clash detection, and
constructability review.

6. Potential integration between BIM and quantity takeoff, cost
estimating, scheduling, and material procurement.

7. Application of BIM in property and facility management.

8. Future development and potential of BIM in construction
including IPD, energy simulation, and sustainability.
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BIM software

1. Revit Architecture and MEP

2. Navisworks

3. Google SketchUp
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BIM knowledge and job search

1. Requisite skill-sets

2. Preferable needed skill-sets

3. No impact/unrequired skill-sets
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Company ‘‘G’’ has no BIM team, but 2 BIM experts are employed in their organization.



so only in a limited way. Most of the companies

expected job applicants to have BIM knowledge

and skills in the following subjects: general concepts

and knowledge of BIM technology, the relationship
between general contractors and other stake-

holders, importance of BIM implementation in

constructionmanagement, areas of implementation

in various construction processes (including visua-

lization, communication, clash detection, and con-

structability review), and potential integration

between BIM and quantity takeoff, cost estimation,

scheduling, and material procurement. Every
respondent said that BIM-related knowledge and

skills are preferred, but not compulsory.

This study also conducted a further survey from

9th April to 13th April, 2018 to measure the relative

importance of BIM execution items considered

important by construction companies, the BIM

knowledge and skills of applicants, and the BIM

software types required. Based on Oppenheim’s

approach and the analysis of the earlier unstruc-

tured interviews with BIM experts and engineers,

the questionnaire was designed and disseminated to

the BIM directors and engineers of ten additional
construction companies through an online survey

tool [36]. Datawere collected in terms of a five-point

Likert scale. The analysis revealed that the ten

construction companies actively used BIM as an

important instrument for spatial trade coordina-

tion, visualization, communication, design quality

control, constructability review, 4D simulation,

shop drawing and material procurement, construc-
tion system design, and site logistics (Table 3).

However, they did not actively apply BIM to such

areas asmodel-based estimating,marketing,BIM in

field management, BIM-based safety management,

facility management, integrated project-delivery

system, laser scanning, and energy simulation.

This is interesting, because BIM model based esti-

mating is one of the most effective BIM items. To
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Table 3. Important areas of BIM-related tasks according to participating construction companies (information provided in interviews
conducted from 9th to 13th April, 2018)

BIM-related tasks Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Spatial trade coordination–MEP coordination 5 5 5.00 0.000

Visualization 4 5 4.75 0.463

Communication 3 5 4.63 0.744

Design quality control using model authoring 3 5 4.50 0.756

Constructability review 3 5 4.38 0.744

4D simulation-Scheduling and sequence planning 3 5 4.38 0.744

Shop drawing and materials procurement 3 5 4.00 0.756

Construction system design 2 5 3.88 0.991

Site logistics 2 5 3.75 1.035

Model-based estimating 2 5 3.63 1.061

Marketing 2 4 3.50 0.756

BIM in field management 1 5 3.38 1.408

BIM-based safety management 1 5 3.25 1.282

Facility management 1 5 2.75 1.389

Integrated project-delivery system 1 5 2.63 1.302

Laser scanning 1 4 2.25 1.282

Energy simulation 1 3 2.00 0.926

Table 4. Importance of BIM knowledge and skills required for construction graduates

Knowledge and skills Minimum Maximum Mean SD

General concepts and knowledge of BIM technology 3 5 4.63 0.744

Areas of implementation in the construction processes—including visualization,
communication, clash detection, and constructability review

2 5 4.50 1.069

Relationship between general contractors/construction management and other
stakeholders

3 5 4.38 0.744

BIM project execution planning and BIM standards 2 5 4.25 1.035

Software compatibility 3 5 4.13 0.835

BIM software skills 3 5 3.75 0.707

BIM and sustainability integration 2 5 3.63 1.061

BIM for integrated project delivery 2 4 3.25 0.886

BIM for facility management 2 4 2.88 0.641



extract the exact quantity of building materials
required and the associated cost for real construc-

tion project, systems such as the Work Breakdown

Structure (WBS), Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS)

and Object Breakdown Structure (OBS) should be

established beforehand. However, almost none of

the construction companies in South Korea have

either a cost breakdown structure or BIM-based

estimating experts in their organization. Likewise,
even though the remaining BIM items (marketing,

field management, safety management, facility

management, integrated project delivery system,

laser scanning, and energy simulation) should be

performed by experts who have specialized knowl-

edge about both BIM and their own engineering

field, few if any who meet this requirement are

working in South Korea.
These results provided a valuable guide in orga-

nizing the content of the BIM course proposed in

this study. BIM experts and engineers thought that

job applicants should learn the following subjects
during their construction programs: (1) general

concepts and knowledge of BIM technology; (2)

areas of implementation in the various construction

processes (including visualization, communication,

clash detection, and constructability review); (3) the

relationship between general contractor/construc-

tion management and other stakeholders; (4) BIM

project execution planning and BIM standards; and
(5) software compatibility. However, they did not

consider BIM software skills, BIM and sustainabil-

ity integration, BIMand integrated project delivery,

or BIM for property and facility management as

essential (Table 4).

Another survey was performed to identify the

importance of BIM software packages such as

Navisworks, Revit Architecture and MEP, and
Google Sketchup, all of which job applicants con-

sidered more important than ArchiCAD or the

Bentley system (Table 5). Spatial trade coordination
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Table 5. Importance of BIM knowledge and skills required for construction graduates

BIM-related software Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Navisworks 3 5 4.50 0.756

Revit Architecture and MEP 2 5 4.25 1.035

Google SketchUp 3 5 4.13 0.835

Auto CAD 2 5 4.00 1.069

Archi CAD 2 5 3.63 0.744

Bentley System 1 5 3.38 0.744

Table 6. Characterization of the ‘‘BIM in Construction Management for Job Applicants’’ course

Course name BIM in construction management for job applicants in developing countries

Target Job applicants enrolled in a construction program in a developing country.

Prerequisites University core curriculum completed.

Fundamental construction courses required—i.e., construction means and methods, contracting, and building
science; construction materials, building structure, building code; electrical and mechanical construction;
construction planning, quantity take-off/cost estimation and scheduling; blueprint reading; information
technology and so on.

Upper-level course for junior or senior students

Course description ‘‘BIM in Construction Management for Job Applicants in Developing Countries’’ aims to teach BIM to job
applicants participating in construction programs with the aim of being employed by construction companies in
developing countries. The curriculum of this course includes basic theory and application of BIM in real
construction processes. More specifically, trainees learn visualization, quantity take-off, analysis, and other BIM
skills. They also practice the examination of the interference between multiple work types—such as building-
structure, structure-MEP, andMEP-MEP—and consider constructability by using 4D process simulation. More
theoretical BIM implementation strategies are also taught. Such aspects of BIM knowledge and skills aim to
improve the productivity of construction projects and help trainees understand collaboration strategies among
diverse stakeholders.

Major constructs
and considerations

A systematic approach to developing/designing the course was utilized, as follows:

� Curriculum development theory;

� Trends or needs in current construction education; and

� Construction industry input.

Process-based curriculum; i.e., activity-based learning (Tyler model)

Case-based curriculum

Learner-centered instruction

Collaborative learning and continuous feedback



(clash detection) was identified as an essential area
utilizing BIM. Navisworks provides the most effec-

tivemethod ofmergingmultiplemodels into a single

integrated project model for spatial trade coordina-

tion and clash detection. The package also serves as

a tool for the review, analysis, simulation, and

coordination of project information, making it

one of the most important tools for communication

between participants during the construction phase.
Finally, Revit and Google Sketchup aid users with

the 3D implementation of buildings and compo-

nents (objects), and are also useful tools for visua-

lization, communication, site logistics, and

constructability review. In the preparation stage of

developing the BIM course, a literature review was

conducted to analyze the current status of BIM

implementation in the construction industry, BIM
education, and BIM-related courses provided in

South Korean construction programs. Unstruc-

tured interviews with BIM experts and engineers

were then carried out to identify the preferable

BIM-related tasks in construction companies, as

well as the BIM knowledge, skills, and software

required by job applicants. The data thus collected

were used to construct the goals, objectives, sub-
jects, lecture types, and assessment contents of BIM

education—as discussed in the following section.

2.2 Development stage of BIM course development:

overview

TheBIM course development stage consisted of five

sub-steps. First, a basic framework was developed,

including the outline and an introduction to the

BIM course. Second, the goals and objectives were
identified based on the BIM courses in higher and

public/private education institutions, papers deal-

ing with BIM and its applications in the construc-

tion industry, and data collected from the

aforementioned surveys. Third, an appropriate

learning topic was determined by considering the

goals and objectives constructed in a systematic

approach. Fourth, adequate instructional strategies
and assessment plans were established from the

pedagogical perspective. Here, the main focus was

to match the learning topic with the learning objec-

tives. Fifth, a course syllabus anda 16week schedule

were determined.

In the first sub-step of the development stage, the

new coursewas defined (Table 6), and its framework

(Fig. 1) developed by applying the aforementioned
systematic course procedure. One of the existing

studies defined the target job applicants and frame-

work of the BIM course and presented the course

description.

2.3 Development stage of BIM course development:

Setting the learning goals

Goals inform the instructors about the desires of the

applicants, while presenting the projected knowl-

edge, skill, and behavioral milestones of the course

to prospective students. Therefore, setting appro-

priate learning goals is an essential component in
the systematic course development process [37]. The

first step in developing a new course is identifying

and reviewing the existing BIM-related courses

provided by public/private education institutions
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Fig. 1. Framework of the ‘‘BIM in Construction Management for Job Applicants of Developing Countries’’ course.
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Table 7. Learning goals and objectives for the ‘‘BIM in Construction Management for Job Applicants in Developing Countries’’ course

Learning goals Learning objectives N Type

General understanding of
BIM knowledge and skills

Concept and basic theory of BIM. 1 Cognitive

Understanding procurement system and processes of construction projects. 2 Cognitive

Understanding the latest construction trends for BIM application. 3 Cognitive

Necessity of BIM implementation in the construction industry. 4 Cognitive

BIM-related theory and terminology:

IPD, Lean Construction, and BIM;

BIM standards, LOD;

BIM Project Execution Plan (PxP);

Role, function, and availability of BIM Software.

5 Cognitive

History of computer-based modeling—including AutoCAD, 3D computer
graphics, Revit, Navisworks, and Bentley—and trends in their application in
projects

6 Cognitive

Understanding the application
of BIM to construction project

Understanding the integration of IPD systems and lean construction in
construction project.

7 Cognitive

Importance of BIM for construction management. 8 Cognitive

Understanding BIM implementation cases in the construction industry. 9 Cognitive

Defining the roles of BIM for each participant of construction project. 10 Cognitive

Cost-benefit analysis for applying BIM to construction project. 11 Cognitive

Understanding and practice of
the application of BIM in
construction processes

Comparative analysis between traditional construction processes and BIM-based
processes.

12 Cognitive

Learning BIM implementation areas in construction projects

BIM Authoring skills: Revit, Google Sketchup;

Spatial trade coordination: clash detection and interference management;

Visualization-based communication;

Constructability review: Shopmodeling, detailed 4Dmodel, and virtual mock-up;

BIM based quantity take-off;

Scheduling and sequence planning;

Site logistics and material handling;

BIM based safety management;

Integration BIM model with 3D scanned data for quality management;

BIM for field management: field layout software and hardware/Vela/iPad/Cloud/
Bluebeam;

As-built and facility management; and

Marketing.

13 Cognitive

Importance of the collaboration system among workers on the basis of BIM-
integrated modeling environment.

14 Cognitive

Analysis and evaluation of BIMproject execution plan (PxP) and contract system. 15 Affective

Practice of BIM-based collaboration: team activity. 16 Cognitive

Project communication and execution of collaboration strategy: role playing. 17 Affective

Practice of BIM software Practice of BIM authoring tools—including AutoCAD, Revit, and Google
Sketchup.

18 Psychomotor

Integrated modeling of BIM models for each work type: Navisworks. 19 Psychomotor

Examination of interference between work types and design quality: Navisworks. 20 Psychomotor

Examination of 4D simulation and optimal process alternative: Navisworks. 21 Psychomotor

Construction of a detailed shop model and examination of constructability:
Navisworks.

22 Psychomotor

Connecting schedule to and estimating software packages for BIM model: Vico
office and Autodesk QTO.

23 Psychomotor

Understanding and analysis of difficulty levels and difference among various BIM
software packages like Revit, Navisworks, Autodesk QTO, Bentley, and Solibri.

24 Cognitive

Future of BIM and
applicability

Understanding future trends of BIM technology in the construction industry:
fusion with disruptive techniques such as 3D scan, deep learning, AI, augmented
reality, etc.

25 Cognitive

Understanding new opportunities for BIM, IPD, and lean construction. 26 Cognitive

Understanding new opportunities for applying BIM to the field of sustainability,
including facility management, energy modeling, and value engineering.

27 Cognitive

Active participation in the construction industry by using BIM. 28 Affective



and higher education systems (Table 1). Informa-

tion regarding BIM-related courses was found by

consulting the website of the construction program

at each education institute. Professors, lecturers,

and others involved were then asked to send

copies of the course syllabus. In this way, a com-
prehensive set of data that included course objec-

tives was obtained (Table 1).

Once the learning goals for the course had been

determined, BIM implementation cases from real

construction companies and the expectations of the

industry for the new BIM course were considered in

order to realize the BIM knowledge and skills that

would be acquired in the course at a level where they
could be applied to real construction processes in a

developing country. BIM areas were defined and

graded in a manner that emphasized both construc-

tion and software (Tables 3–5) and the learning

goals and objectives of the new course (Table 6)

were developedbased on a literature review, goals of

BIM courses in construction programs, and the

input data collected from industry experts. These
learning goals and objectives were defined by apply-

ing a pedagogical background consisting of cogni-

tive, affective, and psychomotor domains according

to Bloom’s taxonomy [38]. In table 7, three domains

of pedagogical activities were organized based on

this taxonomy and allocated to the appropriate

learning goals and objectives [39], as follows:

1. Cognitive domain—i.e., mental skills (knowl-

edge based);

2. Affective domain—i.e., growth in areas of feel-

ing or attitude (emotion based); and

3. Psychomotor domain—i.e., manual or physical

skills (action based).

2.4 Development stage for BIM course

development: choosing learning topics

Once the learning topics had been determined, two
major rules were applied as selection criteria: learn-

ing topics must (1) meet each objective defined by

learning goals, and (2) be based on learner activities.

Moreover, learning topics should consider and

reflect career and topic criteria, as well as more

social parameters such as knowledge, skill, value,

and behavior [37]. After considering various fac-

tors, four learning topics comprised of 20 subtopics
(Table 8) were identified. The learning topics were

allocated in accordance with the learning goals and

objectives defined above (Tables 9 and 10).

2.5 Development stage for BIM course

development: organizing learning topics

Thenext stage involved identifying suitable learning

content for the learning topics and presenting the

course description and instruction strategies. The

learning content was expected to:

� Cultivate competencies that directly or indirectly

help applicants be assessed positively when seek-

ing jobs.

� Be instantly applicable to duties in the construc-

tion company.
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Table 8. Selection of learning topics for the ‘‘BIM in Construction Management for Job Applicants in Developing Countries’’ course

Learning topics Subtopics Related objective(s)

Background knowledge of BIM Definition and significance of BIM 1, 3, 4, and 10

Historical background of BIM and computer modeling 6, 18, and 19

Terminology of BIM 5

Practical approaches to BIM 7

Issues and opportunities for BIM implementation 3 and 11

BIM in construction Stakeholders and their roles in BIM 2, 3, and 8

Collaboration among stakeholders 7 and 8

BIM applications in construction projects 8, 12, and 13

BIM standard and implementation plan 15

Rationale and value of BIM in construction 10, 11, and 14

Contemporary trend in BIM research and practices 9 and 10

BIM software for construction 18–22 and 24

Future trends for BIM and new opportunities in construction 9 and 25–27

Analytic assessment of BIM Critical analysis of current BIM cases 13

BIM analysis for construction process 14

Analysis strategies for BIM 13 and 20–22

Implementation of BIM BIM practices and process 9 and 13

Case study related to BIM 9, 10, and 23

Course projects using BIM 6, 9, 10, 23, and 24

Internship or practicum field trip 3 and 28



� Directly reflect BIM applications, trends, and

skills in developing countries.

� Directly related to learning goals and objectives.

� Be allocated sufficient time in each lecture to

ensure a good balance between theory and prac-

tice.

� Provided to students at an appropriate level.
� Ensure every aspect of the educational content

assumes prerequisite subjects that trainees from

various higher education institutions or univer-

sities commonly complete, presenting no unne-

cessary obstacle to taking the course.

The content of the proposed course has been
organized based on various sources, including the

curricula of the existing courses, programs,

national professionals, major regulatory organiza-

tions (AGC, ASC, ASCE, etc.); university text-

books and BIM lecture materials; the content of

public/private BIM education institution courses;

BIM-related papers; and real world cases of BIM

implementation from construction companies.

This stage of course development included the

appropriate allocation of lecture time to each

aspect of the content, as well as presenting the
learning sequence in a logical way, allowing trai-

nees to develop their skills as they proceed through

the course. The most important strategies and

methods are the presentation of lectures, student

presentations, trainees’ independent study, case

surveys, team tasks, field trips, and assignments,

as well as individual and team reports (Table 9).

The lecturer should provide assignments in each
lecture to help students gain an overview of BIM

and establish basic BIM-related knowledge. This

course has been designed around learner-directed
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Table 9. Organization of learning content, description, and instructional strategies

Learning content Description Instructional strategies

Class orientation Introduction to syllabus

Introduction to homework
Instructor’s lectures

Group allocation for team activity

Explanation about field trip and guest lecture

Instructor’s presentation on BIM BIM issues in constrain GIM assessment Instructor’s lectures

BIM concept definition and trend Assignment 1

Stakeholders of construction project and introduction of collaboration Group discussion 1

Value and opportunity of BIM Group discussion 2

Major causes of BIM issues
Assignment 2

Studies of BIM implementation in the construction industry and case
study

Learning about BIM practices
and processes

BIM-based project cases and processes Instructor’s lectures

BIM standard and the implementation plan in a real process Guest lectures

Roles and responsibility of project stakeholders: BIM contract Assignment 3

BIM-related issues and concerns in construction project process Assignment 4

Areas of BIM application Group discussion 3

Learning BIM software–
visualization tool

Google Sketchup Instructor’s lectures

Revit Guest lecture

Navisworks Assignment 4

Introduction of ArchiCAD, Autodesk QTO, Bentley, Solibri, and so on.
Assignment 5
Assignment 6

BIM implementation case study Building element analysis of BIM based on project cases Instructor’s lecture

BIM issues in the building production process

Development of alternative solutions and pronouncement

Guest lectures

Group project report

Group work and
presentation

Peer evaluation

Field trip and/or guest lectures Analysis of BIM implementation cases in construction company Guest lectures

BIM application cases and processes in construction projects Group discussion 4

BIM-related issues and concerns in the construction industry Assignment 7

Field trip report

Future directions of BIM use BIM application strategy in future construction projects Assignment 8

IPD (integrated project delivery) system and lean construction Group discussion 5



lectures, cooperation in team discussions, reports,

and presentations.

2.6 Development stage for BIM course

development: assessment

Student assessments should consider and reflect

their prearranged output as well as ensuring that

students have acquired the output in various forms,

namely knowledge, skills, and behavioral patterns,

so the lecture content must include such forms [37].

Table 10 summarizes the assessment plan for the

course. The crucial goals of this assessment are to

check whether students have satisfied the minimum
set of performance criteria, and identify those who

have achieved a higher level of performance.

2.7 Assessment and improvement stage for course

development

The proposed BIM course has been constructed

using a logical and systematic course development
approach. However, the curriculum development

itself requires continuous attention to identify and

integrate new, advanced, and more efficient meth-

ods [40, 41]. Since the proposed BIM course is

intended for developing countries that have not

yet introduced BIM or are still in the initial stages

of implementation, the experience of South Korean

instructors or practitioners will be valuable for
assessing and improving the application of BIM in

these countries. As such, the proposed course was

evaluated by and improved according to the advice

of an expert group of BIMpractitioners. This group

consisted of two professors, two instructors from

public/private education institutions, and four con-

struction company employees. All these practi-

tioners had experience in training or implementing

BIM, and provided very useful information and

comments for the new course (Tables 11 and 12).
A draft of the proposed BIM course and the

assessment sheet were sent to the expert group. In

order to obtain a comprehensive assessment of the

course plan, the experts were encouraged to provide

descriptive and analytical comments. The assess-

ment items were as follows: the overall framework

of the new course, learning goals and objectives,

learning topics, instructional strategies, and assess-
ment standards and schedule.

Based on the comments and suggestions

obtained, which are listed in Table 12, the draft

model of the course plan for ‘‘BIM in Construction

Management for Job Applicants in Developing

Countries’’ was revised and improved. One of the

most important suggestions was that trainees

should gain experience with multiple BIM software
packages (including ArchiCAD, Autodesk QTO,

Bentley, and Solibri) during the course. An inter-

esting point regarding the inclusion of Google

Sketchup emerged. Two professors had a negative

opinion, claiming that too much emphasis was

placed on this software package, while one lecturer

and two practitioners recommended its active

implementation due to its good visualization per-
formance, regardless of the fact that technically it is

not a BIM program. Another suggested that lean

construction and IPD (integrated project delivery)

be added to the curriculum in relation to BIM.
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Table 10. Assessment content for the ‘‘BIM in Construction Management for Job Applicants in Developing Countries’’ course

Assessment content Percentage

Assignments Summarizing practical BIM definitions.

Reviewing different journal articles related to BIM implementation in the construction industry.

Summarizing BIM practices and process.

Developing, modifying, and updating BIMmodels with Google Sketchup, Revit, and Navisworks.

Developing a field trip report.

Describing future directions for BIM.

50

Presentations Group presentations on approaches to implementing BIM analysis and identifying issues in
actual BIM models.

Group presentations on possible solutions and recommendations for construction operations.

15

Group project reports Establish a ‘‘design BIM model’’.

Spatial coordination and clash detection.

Extract visualization model.

Documentation practice using BIM data.

Edit ‘‘design BIM model’’ to ‘‘construction BIM model’’.

Quantity take-off and estimating using BIM data.

Establish 4D simulation model for schedule management.

As-built model for facility management.

30

Participation In-class activities and a field trip.

Group discussion.

5



The input data included the comments and sug-

gestions obtained during the improvement phase of

the course development stage, which were of great

help in improving the draft curriculum for the

course. For example, the use of software packages

such as ArchiCAD, Autodesk QTO, Bentley, and
Solibri has been added to the curriculum. The

learning contents—entitled ‘‘Future directions of

BIM use’’—were also expanded to include a group

discussion regarding lean construction and IPD,

further improving the syllabus. In response to the

comment warning against an excessive emphasis on

BIMtheory, and the suggested addition of real cases

from the construction industry and practical BIM

techniques, we added a BIM standard and imple-
mentation plan that involve real processes to the

learning contents, entitled ‘‘Learning about BIM

practices and processes.’’ This additional content
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Table 11. Experience of BIM experts in academia and the construction industry

Field Expert Experience (years) Position

Academia Universities Expert A 10 years Associate professor

Expert B 20 years Professor

Educational institutes Expert C 9 years Instructor

Expert D 4 years Instructor

Industry Expert E 10 years BIM manager

Expert F 12 years BIM manager

Expert G 15 years Chief manager

Expert H 5 years Assistant manager

Table 12. Input for improving thenew ‘‘BIMinConstructionManagement for JobApplicants inDevelopingCountries’’ course fromBIM
experts

Expert Comments

Expert A
(Professor)

Introduce the concept of lean construction and IPD.

Theory-centered BIM course is not recommended.

Add more cases of industry and practical application techniques to the curriculum.

Add necessary knowledge and skills for learning capstone subjects.

Add the terms of interoperability or data exchange.

Expert B
(Professor)

Introduce other software, including ArchiCAD, Autodesk QTO, Bentley, and Solibri.

Do not place as much emphasis on the use of Google Sketchup.

Develop BIM practice class based on simple cases of real projects.

Explain energy simulation at the different stages of design development and the importance of energy simulation if there
is value engineering.

Develop affiliated BIM course for each semester/year, not an independent one-semester course.

Expert C
(Instructor)

IntroducehowBIMcan implement applications such as estimating, quantity takeoff, scheduling, clash detection, and so
on.

Add a team project to set up a BIM execution plan.

While Google Sketchup is not officially BIM software, it should be taught because it is a useful visualization tool.

Expert D
(Instructor)

Develop BIM use and add curricula for each country.

Reorganize the list of content based on the lifecycle of a structure, from preconstruction to operation andmaintenance.

Add a few additional guest lecturers to cover the content of the course.

Expert E
(BIMManager)

Add a lecture on BIM use and strategy for each type of construction project (building type) to the curriculum.

More segmented lectures on BIM that reflect different roles of participants in construction projects.

Expert F
(Serveone)

While Google Sketchup is not recognized as BIM software, it is necessary to teach it because of its use as a visualization
tool.

The maintenance BIM and its use for each building type needs to be further segmented.

Emphasize Revit/Navisworks and similar systems for coordination and design review.

Expert G
(Posco A&C)

Classify BIM use techniques for production types of project (modular, prefabrication, off-site, etc.).

Emphasize Revit/Navisworks and similar systems for coordination and design review.

Expert H
(Maidas)

Recommend a joint BIM course between faculty and BIM experts in the construction industry.

Add techniques of structure modeling based on list and methodology of structural analysis to curriculum.



was allotted to a guest lecturer in order to provide an

opportunity to invite expert practitioners from the

industry into the classroom.

3. Discussion

In order to develop this proposed BIM curriculum

for implementation in the education systems in

developing countries, systematic and step by step

course development logic was applied, and the BIM

education content and topics derived from case

analyses of existing BIM courses at universities

and public and private educational institutions.
Interviews with BIM experts and constructionman-

agers working at construction companies contrib-

uted valuable information regarding the practical

needs of construction industry and establishing a

BIM skills list which can be applied to real con-

struction projects. Based on these inputs, a detailed

syllabus and set of assessment criteria were devel-

oped and assessed by BIM experts working in
academia and industry. After conducting a thor-

ough assessment of the proposed course’s Learning

Goals and Objectives, Learning Topics, Learning

Contents, andAssessment Contents, the course was

modified to include several elements they consid-

ered important. As a result, the final version of the

proposed BIM course provides a balanced curricu-

lum that deals comprehensively with the theories
and practices of BIM application.

The new BIM course can be undertaken by both

undergraduate students and job applicants who

have already finished college. Any undergraduate

students who have completed the prerequisite sub-

jects can be enrolled in this course in the first

semester of their third year. They will learn basic

features of the construction industry, the impor-
tance of collaboration among stakeholders, as well

as BIM-related knowledge and the skills used in

construction projects and management. Accord-

ingly, this course will help students acquire more

comprehensive and technical knowledge related to

other subjects in construction programs. On the

basis of various subjects already learned, graduate

job applicants will learn BIM-related knowledge
and skills that are actually utilized in the industry,

thereby becoming BIM-competent applicants that

companies wish to employ.

The proposed BIM course thus helps job appli-

cants become more familiar with BIM and gain an

understanding of how BIM technology is imple-

mented in real world construction projects. More-

over, the course provides job applicants with a basic
background from which to prepare their future

careers as construction managers. Finally, the pro-

posed BIM course helps job applicants obtain both

knowledge- and technique-related skills by provid-

ing a well-balanced education that integrates

theory, practice, knowledge, and skills.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to develop a new

training course—‘‘BIM in Construction Manage-

ment for Job Applicants in Developing Coun-

tries’’—to equip construction company job

applicants in developing countries with the BIM-

related knowledge and skills that they need to satisfy

the needs of the industry. To achieve this goal, this

study adopted a systematic approach based on
Tyler’s model. The course developed was based on

cases from South Korea, which has already experi-

enced the early stage of introducingBIM, in order to

apply it to the education curricula of developing

countries that have not yet introduced BIM tech-

nology or are only in the initial stage of doing so. In

addition to confirming the importance of BIM-

related education for construction programs, the
preparation stage involved analyzing the current

status of BIM-related courses of higher education

or private/public education institutions, methods

for implementing BIM in real construction projects,

and industry expectations regarding the BIM com-

petence of job applicants. Based on the needs for

BIM education thus identified, the course was

developed by following a systematic course devel-
opment process that included developing a detailed

description of a comprehensive course syllabus and

course content.

The major contribution of this study is that it

provides a logical guide for construction education

programs and instructors seeking to develop a BIM

course for a construction curriculum in adeveloping

country. Construction and engineering educators
can apply our proposed ‘‘BIM in Construction

Management for Job Applicants in Developing

Countries’’ based on sound pedagogical principles

(described above) to their own education curricu-

lum, as well as teach job applicants the latest

technology such as BIM, IPD, and lean construc-

tion. Moreover, the proposed course provides a

general framework that is applicable to the context
of conventional construction programs as it is based

on, and can thus utilize, the course content already

provided in construction programs in the US,

Europe, and South Korea. The BIM course pro-

posed here is an independent education program,

and has proven to be a very effective method of

integrating BIM into the curricula of construction

programs.
However, this course is not the only option when

educating job applicants about BIM. There are a

wide range of laws/legal systems, cultures, construc-

tion industry features, educational environments,
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and needs of companies in developing countries.

Accordingly, further study is needed to develop

customized solutions for integrating BIM into the

construction curricula of each country.

Also the follow-up study should be performed to

assess the proposed course quantitatively, so the
authors are preparing to include this new BIM

course in our next lecture schedule at Hanyang

University. By applying the proposed BIM curricu-

lum in our classrooms, we expect that the BIM

course will be standardized and reinforced based

on the experiences and needs of the students who

participate in the class.
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